
THE 2018 KUSA NATIONAL RETRIEVER FIELD TRIAL 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 

 
Carolyn Baker gives a short report on the KUSA Champs held in the Cape. All photographs 

courtesy of Geoff Buultjens. 
 

Champs 2018 line-up 
 
Recently hosted by the Cape Gundog Club on the 25 and 26 August, and held on two farms 
in the Klein Karoo between Swellendam and Heidelberg, the champs were beautifully 
organized and run, thanks to the committee led by Kirsten Flack and their many partners 
and supporters.  The hospitality, kindness and generosity of the hosting club and also their 
farmers was simply amazing... and throughout the spirit was superb.  Congratulations to the 
hosting club for putting on a championship stake that ‘ticked all the boxes’ and certainly met 
all the expectations of this prestigious event in our field trial calendar.  
 
Nine of the 19 qualifying dogs ran the stake: Heather Hallauer’s Timba, Kobus Le Roux’s 
Artemis, Marian van Wyk’s Felix, David Kloeck’s Tusk, Guy Harwood’s Slaed, Mike Holman’s 
Guinea, Mike Hoy’s Havoc, Gareth Thomas’ Jack and Tim Teale’s Flyte (handled by Guy 
Harwood).   
 
The weekend began with an epic course setting by Senior Judge Alan Kloeck and his 
supporting team: Estene Trollope, Neil Tatham and Carolyn Baker.  The ground was 
challenging and complex, and allowed four series to be set in one location on 
Grootvadersbosch Farm on the first day and then a further two series on the second day at 
Lismore Farm, all comprising a total of 26 pick-ups.   
 

 



 
 
Competition throughout was fierce, and at the end of the first day not a single dog was lost, 
and it was anyone’s game.  All competitors had their ups and downs, and while there were a 
couple of dogs that were leading, the whole field was still very much in contention at the 
start of the second day.   
 

 
 

While the ground was testing on both days, the four series on the first day were run over 
particularly testing terrain.  Opportunities for dogs to demonstrate their courage and 
persistence, and for handlers to read the ground and the set ups, and work as a team with 
their dogs, were plentiful.  No one dog had an advantage over any other since a test dog was 
run throughout.  As could be expected, judging such a fabulous crop of dogs was very 
exciting. 
 

The terrain was 
magnificent – but 
finding the ideal place 
to set up the stake 
was daunting .... 

The final series – a 
walk-up with five pick-
ups, involving a live 
guinea, two saluted 
guineas, a live duck, 
and a duck floating 
into the dam 



 
 

Seven dogs finished the stake.  The results were:  
First place and Guns' Choice went to Trevena Gentleman Jack GMHR, who is now a Field 
Trial Champion, handled by Gareth Thomas (JACK), pictured below. 
 

 

 

The dam where the 
penultimate series 
was run – an 
exciting set up with 
two dogs working 
simultaneously from 
two different hides.  



 

Jack (and Gareth) receiving the Guns Choice award from the Senior Gun 

 

Second Place went to Ch.FT Om'anam Artemis GMHR, handled by Kobus le Roux (ARTEMIS), 
pictured below. 
 

 



Third Place went to Ch Ch.FT Quillquest Aventurine of Heavenscent GMHR, handled by 
Heather Hallauer (TIMBA), here seen during a particularly steep descent on the challenging 
second series. 
 

 

COM's were also awarded to Tinvane Lowly Flare FTA GMHR (Marian van Wyk) (FELIX), 
Ch.FT TTF African Tusker of Delescautlegend (Imp USA) GMHR (Dave Kloeck) (TUSK) & Hilost 
Golden Guinea of Trevena FTA MHR (Mike Holman) (GUINEA). 
 


